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Abstract. The 106,108Rh and 110,112Ag nuclei have been produced as fission fragments following the fusion
reaction 28Si + 176Yb at 145 MeV bombarding energy and studied with the Eurogam2 array. The yrast
high-spin states of these four odd-odd nuclei, which are observed for the first time, consist of rotational
bands in which the odd proton occupies the πg9/2 subshell and the odd neutron the νh11/2 subshell. Their
behaviour as a function of spin values does not vary with the number of neutrons: as observed in the odd-N
neighbouring nuclei, the motion of the odd neutron remains decoupled from the motion of the core, from
N = 61 to N = 65. Moreover, the staggering observed in the yrast bands of odd-odd isotopes is strongly
reduced as compared to the large values displayed by the rotational bands built on the πg9/2 subshell in
the odd-A Rh and Ag isotopes. The results of particle-rotor calculations indicate that this reduction is
related to a change of the core deformation.

PACS. 21.60.Ev Collective models – 23.20.Lv Gamma transitions and level energies – 25.85.Ge Charged-
particle-induced fission – 27.60.+j 90 ≤ A ≤ 149

1 Introduction

In the neutron-rich A ∼ 100 mass region (40 ≤ Z ≤ 50
and N ≥ 50), several shape transitions occur and different
deformations (e.g., prolate, oblate, triaxial) can coexist in
the same nucleus in accordance with the underlying inter-
play between orbitals (see for instance [1]). For Z ≥ 44,
the active orbitals, which are near the top of the πg9/2

subshell, drive the nuclear shape towards oblate deforma-
tion. On the other hand, when the neutron Fermi level
lies below or near the bottom of the νh11/2 subshell (as
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for N ∼ 60), the shape is driven to prolate deformation.
These tendencies have been deduced from the features of
the yrast bands observed in the odd-Z and odd-N nuclei,
since they are built on these intruder orbitals, πg9/2 and
νh11/2, respectively. One can expect that the yrast bands
of the odd-odd neighbouring nuclei, involving the two in-
truder orbitals at the same time, would give us the oppor-
tunity to explore the result of their conflicting influence
on deformation.

We report here new results obtained in the odd-odd
isotopes, 106,108Rh and 110,112Ag. Since they lie on the
neutron-rich side of the stability line, the population of
their high-spin states via the usual fusion-evaporation re-
actions is hindered by the lack of suitable target-projectile
combinations. We have chosen another method, the use of
fusion-fission reactions which produce a lot of neutron-
rich nuclei which can be studied at high spin thanks to
the present high-resolution γ-arrays [2]. The characteris-
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tics of the yrast bands of these four odd-odd isotopes,
which are observed for the first time, suggest that they
are built on the πg9/2 ⊗ νh11/2 configuration: they are
discussed as functions of spin and neutron number. The
nuclear shape associated with this configuration is dis-
cussed in the framework of an asymmetric rotor + two-
quasiparticle model. Preliminary results of this work have
been reported in [3,4].

2 Experimental procedures and analysis

The 103-109Rh and 107-113Ag isotopes have been produced
as fission fragments of the polonium isotopes obtained in
the fusion reaction 28Si + 176Yb at a beam energy of 145
MeV. The beam was provided by the Vivitron accelerator
at Strasbourg. A 1.5 mg/cm2 target of 176Yb was used,
onto which a backing of 15 mg/cm2 Au had been evap-
orated in order to stop the recoiling nuclei. The prompt
γ-rays were detected with the Eurogam2 array [5], consist-
ing of 54 escape-suppressed Ge detectors. Thirty of them
were large-volume coaxial detectors positioned at back-
ward and forward angles with respect to the beam axis.
The remaining 24 detectors, arranged in two rings close
to 90◦ to the beam direction, were four-element “clover”
detectors. The data were recorded in an event-by-event
mode with the requirement that a minimum of five un-
suppressed Ge detectors fired in prompt coincidence. A
total of 540 million coincidence events were collected, out
of which 135 million were three-fold, 270 million four-fold
and 108 million five-fold.

The off-line analysis consisted of both γ-γ sorting
and multiple-gated spectra [6]. In addition, we analysed
a three-dimensional “cube” built with the software of
ref. [7]. The latter technique was useful to make a fast
inspection of the data, which contain γ-ray cascades emit-
ted by about 130 fission fragments as well as by the nuclei
corresponding to the strong fusion-evaporation exit chan-
nels [8,9].

The identification of transitions depopulating high-
spin levels which are completely unknown, such as those
of 106,108Rh and 110,112Ag, is based on the fact that the
prompt γ-rays emitted by complementary fragments are
detected in coincidence [10,2]. From our previous stud-
ies of other pairs of complementary fragments observed
in this experiment [9], we have deduced that the main
complementary fragment of 106Rh (108Rh, respectively)
is 92Y (90Y, respectively), and the main complementary
fragment of 110Ag (112Ag, respectively) is 88Rb (86Rb, re-
spectively). Therefore new transitions depopulating high-
spin states of, for instance, 112Ag can be identified from
gates set on transitions of 86Rb [11]. Then new transitions
are used for further investigations of the coincidence data.

In fission experiments, spin values can be assigned on
the basis of angular-correlation results [12]. The statis-
tics of our present data was unfortunately too poor to
perform such an analysis. Therefore, spin assignments
are based upon i) the already known spins of the band
head states [13], ii) the assumption that in yrast decays,
spin values increase with the excitation energy, iii) the
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Fig. 1. High-spin level schemes of 104,106,108Rh, obtained as fis-
sion fragments in the fusion reaction 28Si + 176Yb at 145 MeV
beam energy. The energies of the (8−) states of 106,108Rh have
been adjusted to the one of 104Rh. The 5+ state at 129 keV of
104Rh and the (6+) state at 137 keV of 106Rh are known to be
long-lived states, T1/2 = 4.3 min and 131 min, respectively [13].
The energy of the (5+) long-lived state (T1/2 = 6 min) of 108Rh
is not known.

analogy with the level structures of the lighter isotopes,
100,102,104Rh [14] and 106,108Ag [15,16].

3 Experimental results

Three odd-odd Rh isotopes (104,106,108Rh) have been ob-
served in the fusion-fission reaction used in this work.
High-spin structure of 104Rh had been previously studied
by means of the 100Mo (7Li, 3nγ) reaction up to an exci-
tation energy of 2.8 MeV [14]. The level scheme observed
in this work confirms the two collective structures. While
the first one is built directly upon the 5+ long-lived state
(T1/2 = 4.3 min, E = 129 keV), the second one, which is
the most populated in our reaction as it is yrast, is built
on a 6− state which decays to the positive-parity states.
The latter structure is drawn in fig. 1 as it will be use-
ful to discuss the new structures observed in the heavier
masses (as explained below). Its first two transitions have
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Fig. 2. Spectra of rays in double coincidence with two tran-
sitions of 106Rh (164 and 333 keV) and of 108Rh (182 and
312 keV). The lines marked with a star belong to their com-
plementary fragments, 91,92,93Y [18] and 90,91Y [4,18], respec-
tively.

very low energy (50 and 61 keV) and are followed by three
parallel cascades. The configuration of the 6− level, which
is an isomeric state (T1/2 = 47 ns) has been assigned, from
the value of its g-factor, to be πg9/2 ⊗ νh11/2 [17].

The present work has allowed us to identify, for the
first time, the high-spin states of 106,108Rh. Examples of
double-gated spectra showing new transitions depopulat-
ing their yrast high-spin states are given in fig. 2. All the
new transitions assigned to 106,108Rh are given in table 1.
The high-spin level schemes of 106,108Rh, obtained from
the analysis of all the coincidence relationships observed
in our data set, are shown in fig. 1. These new structures
comprise firstly, three low-energy transitions (48, 105 and
111 keV in 106Rh and 63, 102 and 142 keV in 108Rh) and
secondly, a set of six coincident gamma-rays with the cor-
responding cross-over transitions (having very low intensi-
ties as in the lighter isotopes), which leads to three parallel
cascades. These second groups are very similar to the cas-
cades built on the 8− state of 104Rh (see fig. 1) and in
the lighter-mass Rh isotopes [19–21]. Therefore, the cor-
responding states of 106,108Rh have been tentatively as-
signed as 8−. Their decays involve three low-energy tran-
sitions, allowing the change in angular momentum of two
or three units needed to reach the long-lived isomeric
states of 106,108Rh, (6+) and (5+), respectively, which are
known to de-excite by beta-decays to the medium-spin
states of Pd [13]. In both cases we have kept, at the bot-
tom of the band, the same sequence of states as in 104Rh:
8− → 7− → 6−. Indeed the yrast bands of 106,108Rh iso-
topes are expected to consist of the same configuration,

Table 1. Properties of the new transitions assigned to
106,108Rh produced as fission fragments in the fusion reaction
28Si + 176Yb at a beam energy of 145 MeV. The γ-rays were
detected with the Eurogam2 array, with the requirement that
a minimum of five unsuppressed Ge detectors fired in prompt
coincidence.

E
(a)
γ (keV) I

(a)
γ Ji → Jf

106Rh
48.1 (4) 32 (8) (8−) → (7−)

104.9 (2) 111 (14) (7−) → (6−)
110.7 (2) 142 (18) (6−) → (6+)
164.4 (2) 100 (10) (9−) → (8−)
309.6 (2) 32 (5) (11−) → (10−)
333.1 (2) 57 (8) (10−) → (9−)

416.9 (5) 25 (4)(b) (12−) → (11−)
(13−) → (12−)

453.4 (2) 6 (1) (14−) → (13−)
497.5 (3) 6 (1) (10−) → (8−)
501.0 (5) 3 (1) (15−) → (14−)
642.8 (3) 12 (2) (11−) → (9−)
726.9 (4) 4 (1) (12−) → (10−)
834.0 (6) 5 (1) (13−) → (11−)

870 (1) 3 (1) (14−) → (12−)
954 (1) 3 (1) (15−) → (13−)

108Rh
62.8 (4) 43 (11) (8−) → (7−)

101.6 (2) 110 (14) (7−) → (6−)
142.5 (2) 140 (17) (6−) → (5+)
182.1 (2) 100 (10) (9−) → (8−)
283.2 (2) 33 (6) (11−) → (10−)
312.2 (2) 67 (10) (10−) → (9−)
382.6 (2) 22 (4) (12−) → (11−)
391.6 (2) 11 (2) (13−) → (12−)

427 (1) 6 (2) (14−) → (13−)
494 (1) 5 (2) (10−) → (8−)

595.5 (5) 8 (3) (11−) → (9−)
665.8 (3) 3 (1) (12−) → (10−)
774.6 (5) 7 (2) (13−) → (11−)

(a) The number in parentheses is the error in the last digit.

(b) Total intensity of the doublet.

πg9/2⊗νh11/2, as measured in 104Rh [17], since our recent
results have shown that the yrast structure observed in the
odd-Z 107-109Rh corresponds to the πg9/2 subshell [22] and
the one in the odd-N 109,111Pd corresponds to the νh11/2

subshell [23].
It is worth noting that the first transitions of these

high-spin level schemes (see fig. 1) have very low energy.
The observation of such transitions strongly depends on
the possibility to use a very low threshold for triggering
the CFD discriminator of each channel; this could be easily
performed with the VXI electronic cards of the Eurogam
array [5]. Moreover, the relative efficiency has to be deter-
mined for high-fold events: this has been achieved using
several cascades involving both low- and high-energy tran-
sitions with known multipolarity, in a large scale in energy
(50 keV–2 MeV). From the values of gamma-ray intensi-
ties of these low-energy transitions and intensity imbal-
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Fig. 3. High-spin level scheme of 110,112Ag, obtained as fission
fragments in the fusion reaction 28Si + 176Yb at 145 MeV
beam energy. The 6+ long-lived state (T1/2 = 250 d) of 110Ag
is located at 118 keV [13]. For the band head state of 112Ag
and for the unobserved transitions noted by X and Y, see text.

ances, M1 multipolarity can be assigned to the 48 and
105 keV transitions of 106Rh and to the 63 and 102 keV
transitions of 108Rh, while the 111 keV and 142 keV rays
can be assigned as E1 transitions.

The high-spin level schemes of 110,112Ag have been
obtained, for the first time, in this work. The 47Ag iso-
topes are produced with lower cross-section than the 45Rh
nuclei, as they are further from Z = 42 (which is pro-
duced with the highest yield in this symmetric fission [9]).
This explains why the 110,112Ag high-spin level schemes
are slightly less developed (see fig. 3). Two examples of
double-gated spectra showing new transitions observed in
110,112Ag are given in fig. 4.

The global features of the transitions newly identified
in 110,112Ag from the present work (see table 2) are very
similar to the ones in 106,108Rh, which have been reported
above, and 106,108Ag [15,16]. The sole difference is the
number of low-energy transitions, since only two transi-
tions have been observed and placed at the bottom of the
bands: 51 and 124 keV in 110Ag, 75 and 97 keV in 112Ag.

Therefore, one transition involved in each cascade
8− → 7− → 6− has probably escaped from our exper-
imental detection (they are noted by X and Y, respec-
tively, in fig. 3). Indeed we can assume that the spin
value of the band head corresponding to the configura-
tion πg9/2 ⊗ νh11/2, which is Iπ = 6− for 104,106,108Ag,
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Fig. 4. Spectra of rays in double coincidence with two tran-
sitions of 110Ag (191 and 406 keV) and of 112Ag (103 and
387 keV). The lines marked with a star belong to their main
complementary fragment, 88Rb [4] and 86Rb [11], respectively.
Those marked with a cross have been assigned to other fission
fragments emitting coincident transitions with energies very
close to 103 and 387 keV.

remains the same for 110,112Ag, since there is no change
in the spin values of the band head of the yrast structure
of the odd-A 47Ag from A = 103 to A = 113, nor of the
odd-N 46Pd from A = 103 to A = 111.

As in 104,106,108Rh and 108Ag [16], the high-spin level
scheme of 110Ag has been built upon the long-lived iso-
meric state, (Iπ = 6+, T1/2 = 250 d, Eexc = 118 keV)
already known from its beta-decay to the medium-spin
states of 110Cd [13]. While such a high-spin state has never
been found in 112Ag (probably because of the lack of pro-
duction means for such an isotope which is too heavy to
be produced by fusion-evaporation reaction and too light
to be obtained from fission of actinides), its existence can
be inferred from the de-excitation paths of the high-spin
levels observed in this work and its spin value can be as-
signed as 5+ or 6+, as in the neighbouring odd-odd nuclei.

4 Discussion

The yrast states observed in the odd-odd 104
45Rh are built

on the isomeric (T1/2 = 47 ns) 6− state located at 345 keV
above the 1+ ground state [13,14]. As mentioned above,
the configuration πg9/2 ⊗ νh11/2 has been assigned to this
6− level from the value of its g-factor [17]. The proton
Fermi level is located among the high-K orbitals of the
πg9/2 subshell, while the neutron Fermi level lies at the
bottom of the νh11/2 subshell. Therefore, a perpendicular
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Table 2. Properties of the new transitions assigned to
110,112Ag produced as fission fragments in the fusion reaction
28Si + 176Yb at a beam energy of 145 MeV. The γ-rays were
detected with the Eurogam2 array, with the requirement that
a minimum of five unsuppressed Ge detectors fired in prompt
coincidence.

E
(a)
γ (keV) I

(a)
γ Ji → Jf

110Ag
51.2 (4) 25 (8) (8−) → (7−)

124.5 (2) 110 (20) (6−) → 6+

191.1 (2) 100 (10) (9−) → (8−)
339.1 (2) 25 (3) (11−) → (10−)
406.3 (2) 45 (5) (10−) → (9−)
468.0 (3) 6 (2) (13−) → (14−)
477.4 (2) 17 (4) (12−) → (11−)
490.8 (3) 6 (2) (13−) → (12−)
745.5 (3) 11 (3) (11−) → (9−)
816.4 (4) 3 (1) (12−) → (10−)
959 (1) 3 (1) (14−) → (12−)

968.4 (5) 7 (2) (13−) → (11−)
112Ag

74.6 (5) 70 (20) (8−) → (7−)
97.5 (3) 120 (15) (6−) → (5+,6+)

103.5 (2) 100 (10) (9−) → (8−)
324.7 (3) 26 (4) (11−) → (10−)
387.0 (2) 50 (5) (10−) → (9−)
448.1 (3) 19 (4) (12−) → (11−)
481 (1) 6 (2) (13−) → (12−)

711.8 (5) 23 (4) (11−) → (9−)
929 (1) 9 (3) (13−) → (11−)

(a) The number in parentheses is the error in the last digit.

coupling of the angular momenta of the strongly coupled
odd proton and of the decoupled odd neutron leads to a
spin value Iπ = 6− for the first level corresponding to
this configuration. The peculiar behaviour of the collec-
tive structure built on such a state has been illustrated
many years ago in odd-odd Tl isotopes and referred to
as “semi-decoupled band” [24] or “conflicting case” [25].
The initial transition energies are small when compared to
those of bands based on related configurations in neigh-
bouring odd-A nuclei. However, as the spin increases, the
cascades observed here show strong similarities with these
neighbouring structures.

The new gamma-ray cascades observed in the odd-odd
106,108Rh and 110,112Ag isotopes also meet these criteria,
giving strong support to the assignment of the same con-
figuration as in 104Rh to their yrast band observed in the
present work. The behaviour of the bands as functions of
the angular momentum is now discussed, focussing on Rh
isotopes, since the behaviour of Ag isotopes is nearly the
same.

4.1 Alignments of the yrast bands

The experimental alignments i(�) for the yrast bands in
the odd-odd 102-108Rh are presented in fig. 5 as functions
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Fig. 5. Top: experimental alignments for yrast bands in 108Rh
(squares, this work), 106Rh (diamonds, this work), 104Rh (tri-
angles up, [14] and this work), and 102Rh (circles, [21]). The
filled symbols correspond to positive-signature states and the
empty symbols to negative-signature states. The values of Har-
ris parameters are �0 = 9 �

2/MeV, �1 = 16 �
4/MeV3. Bottom:

experimental alignments for the ground-state band in 106Ru
(squares, [26]), for the πg9/2 band in 107Rh (diamonds, [22]),
for the νh11/2 band in 107Pd (triangles up, [27,23]).

of the rotational frequency. They have been calculated fol-
lowing the procedure described in ref. [28] with the Harris
parameters, �0 = 9 �

2/MeV, �1 = 16 �
4/MeV3, which

have been used to describe the rotational band recently
observed in 102Rh up to very high spin [21]. They can be
compared to typical alignments observed in three neigh-
bouring isotopes, even-even (106Ru), odd-Z (107Rh), and
odd-N (107Pd) nuclei, which are drawn in the bottom part
of fig. 5. In this mass region, the first crossing observed
around the frequency of 0.35 MeV in the bands built ei-
ther on the ground state of the even-even nuclei or on
the πg9/2 state of the odd-Z nuclei is interpreted as a
(νh11/2)2 pair breaking. When an odd neutron occupies
the νh11/2 subshell, the first crossing is delayed to a fre-
quency around 0.5 MeV, as observed in the odd-N Pd
isotopes. No crossing is observed in 104,106,108Rh up to a
frequency of 0.45 MeV (see fig. 5); this is consistent with
the blocking of the first νh11/2 orbital for the configuration
assigned to these yrast states, πg9/2 ⊗ νh11/2.

The peculiar behaviour of the alignment extracted for
102Rh (drawn with solid circles in fig. 5) has to be pointed
out. This is the first odd-odd nucleus in which terminat-
ing bands have been observed, implying that its shape
strongly evolves with angular momentum, from collective
prolate to non-collective oblate deformation [21]. There-
fore, it does not exhibit the alignment of the first non-
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blocked pair of νh11/2 quasineutrons, expected around
0.5 MeV for constant deformation of the core. The large
variation of alignment occuring at 0.65 MeV is the mani-
festation of the rapid shape transition above the state of
spin 18−.

4.2 Staggering of the energies of yrast states

In many cases, rotational bands observed in odd and odd-
odd nuclei do not display the regular structure expected
from the strong-coupling hypothesis, since excited lev-
els with one signature are shifted as compared to the
ones with the other signature. The signature splitting can
be evaluated from the value of the staggering defined as
S(I) = [E(I)−E(I − 1)]− 1

2{[E(I + 1)−E(I)] + [E(I −
1)−E(I−2)]}, where E(I) is the excitation energy of the
state of spin I. A signature splitting is expected as far as
large Coriolis mixings are involved. This is always the case
at very high spin. Moreover such an effect can also be ob-
served at the bottom of a rotational band when the Fermi
level is located between two orbits coming from a high-j
subshell. A triaxial deformation can also contribute to the
signature splitting, as K is no longer a good quantum
number.

The staggerings observed in the yrast bands of Rh iso-
topes as functions of spin values are drawn in fig. 6.

The values obtained in the odd-A isotopes remain al-
most constant as functions of spin values. Whereas the
weak deformation of 105Rh can explain its large signature
splitting, the origin of the phenomenon in 107,109Rh is dif-
ferent. They are more deformed but the triaxiality plays
a major role [22]. As regards the odd-odd nuclei (see the
right part of fig. 6), they exhibit two striking features:
i) the staggering strongly decreases when the spin is in-
creasing, ii) the signature splitting is anomalous. Indeed,
the favored signature of the configuration jn ⊗ jp for the
high-spin states of an odd-odd nucleus is expected to be
αf = 1

2{(−1)jp−
1
2 + (−1)jn− 1

2 } [29]. That gives αf = 0

for the πg9/2 ⊗ νh11/2 configuration, whereas the positive
value of the S-parameter obtained for the even-spin values
means that the α = 0 states are unfavored.

It is worth noting that observation of anomalous signa-
ture splitting is a common feature in many mass regions,
A ∼ 80 for the πg9/2 ⊗ νg9/2 configuration [30], A ∼ 120
for the πh11/2 ⊗νh11/2 configuration [31], A ∼ 150 for the
πh11/2 ⊗ νi13/2 configuration [32]. Furthermore, in almost
all cases, the normal signature splitting is achieved above
some spin value (depending on the nucleon numbers). This
signature inversion effect has been studied in various the-
oretical frameworks, giving different explanations. Some
of them involve the same grounds as in the odd-A cases,
such as the influence of triaxial shapes or the particular
locations of the two Fermi levels among the orbitals orig-
inating from high-j subshells for axial shapes. Moreover
a significant residual proton-neutron interaction can also
induce an anomalous signature splitting followed by signa-
ture inversion [33]. The strong decrease of the staggering
values observed in the odd-odd Rh (see fig. 6) lends sup-
port to the suggestion that the inversion of the signatures
does not persist for spin values greater than 14.

4.3 Particle-rotor calculations

To learn more about the nuclear shape associated with
the newly established high-spin states based on the two-
particle πg9/2 ⊗ νh11/2 configuration, we have performed
particle-rotor calculations in the framework of the model
presented in ref. [34]. It is an extension of the model
dealing with only one odd particle [35] that we have re-
cently used to describe the high-spin states of the odd-A
107Rh [22].

The model Hamiltonian includes the rotational energy
of the core, the quasiparticle energies of the odd proton (p)
and neutron (n), and a residual proton-neutron interaction
Vpn which has a delta-function form

Vpn =
√
8π3

(
�

mω

) 3
2
δ(rp − rn)(u0 + u1σp · σn) , (1)

where σ is the spin operator of the particle. The core is
treated as a rigid body with a fixed quadrupole deforma-
tion (ε, γ).

Our calculations concentrated mainly on 108Rh be-
cause of its central position among the nuclei studied
and the similarities between them. The deformed pro-
ton single-particles states arising within the modified
harmonic-oscillator potential were obtained using the Nils-
son parameters κ = 0.069 and µ = 0.45 which are appro-
priate for the N = 3, 4 shells in the mass region consid-
ered [36]. For the calculation of the neutron states, the
standard values [37] of the parameters κ and µ were used.
They were found to correctly reproduce the low-lying band
heads in the neighbouring odd-Pd nuclei.

Concerning the choice of the deformation parameters,
we have firstly used the values ε = 0.3 and γ = 23◦ which
had given a quite good description of the high-spin states
of the odd 107Rh [22], but they have proved to be un-
suitable. Then the parameters ε and γ were varied until
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a reasonable fit of the negative-parity band was obtained
for the values of ε = 0.23 and γ = 11◦. The value of ε is
in agreement with the mean deformation derived from the
B(E2, 2+

1 → 0+
1 ) transition strengths in the 4 neighbour-

ing even-even nuclei (ε ≈ 0.21). For the diagonalization of
the full Hamiltonian we used a set of 6 positive-parity pro-
ton orbitals (all g9/2 ones as well as the intruder 1/2[431]
sloping down from across the Z = 50 shell gap) and the
4 lowest neutron orbitals arising from the h11/2 subshell.
These orbitals were found to be sufficient for the conver-
gence of the calculations. To reproduce the band structure,
we have varied the energy E2+

1
of the first-excited state of

the even-even core and the attenuation ξ of the Corio-
lis interaction until the optimal values of E2+

1
= 164 keV

and ξ = 0.6 were adopted. Finally, we have also optimized
the strength of the Vpn interaction and the best results
were obtained with the values of u0 = −0.99 MeV and
u1 = −0.11 MeV. Thereby, the ratio of u0 and u1 was kept
fixed to 9:1 according to the considerations in ref. [38]. The
standard values of the pairing strengths of the model [34]
were reduced by 5% to account for the fact that both
neutron and proton numbers are odd and the BCS calcu-
lation yielded ∆p = 0.883 MeV and ∆n = 1.129 MeV for
the corresponding pairing gaps.

The results of the calculations are compared to the
experimental data in fig. 7. The theoretical levels are dis-
played on the l.h.s. An overall agreement is observed for
the moderate deformation (ε = 0.23) and small triaxiality
(γ = 11◦) used to reproduce the level scheme. We note
also that the ∆I = 1 γ-ray transitions (of M1 multipo-
larity mainly) are predicted to dominate the cross-over
∆I = 2 E2 transitions up to higher spins as found exper-
imentally. However, some features are not satisfactorily
described. These are the compression of the experimental
levels near the band head (below the Iπ = 9− level) and
the staggering which decreases with the increase of the
spin. We could not find a set of model parameters which
can describe such fine details. Most probably, this failure
is related to the assumption of a rigid core which under-
lies the model. Thus, when the triaxiality increases signif-
icantly (11◦ < γ < 30◦) and the symmetric quadrupole
deformation ε slightly decreases, the compression of the
levels around the band head is better described. An ex-
ample of such calculation is shown on the r.h.s. of fig. 7
for ε = 0.20 and γ = 23◦. Thereby, the E2+

1
energy of

the core was set to 252 keV. However, with these param-
eters the description of the levels above the Iπ = 9− is
worse compared to the case of smaller triaxiality. This
situation gives a hint for a possible explanation of the
experimental findings, namely a quadrupole deformation
and especially triaxiality which undergo some evolution
with increasing spin. Such effects are predicted for 102Ru
on the basis of cranked Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calcu-
lations but not expected for heavier Ru isotopes includ-
ing the 106-108Ru even-even cores of 108Rh [26]. However,
the g9/2 proton and h11/2 neutron orbitals responsible for
the excitation considered in 108Rh and the remaining nu-
clei of interest may polarise the core towards more soft
and rotation sensitive shapes by exerting opposite defor-
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Fig. 7. Experimental πg9/2 ⊗ νh11/2 band structure (mid-
dle) compared to two calculations within the particle + rotor
model. The calculation on the l.h.s. represents the optimal fit
of the data while this on the r.h.s. was performed for the case
of increased triaxiality (γ = 23◦) to emphasize its effect on the
levels close to the band head. The γ-ray transition energies are
given in keV, while the excitation energy of the Iπ = 6− levels
is assumed to be the same in the three cases displayed. See also
text.

mation driving forces. Therefore, a rotationally induced
shape evolution can be expected in these odd-odd nuclei
but its detailed description requires a more advanced the-
oretical approach.

5 Conclusion

The high efficiency of the γ-ray detector array Eurogam2
combined to an original use of a fusion-fission reaction
mechanism is a very useful mean to reach high-spin states
of some neutron-rich nuclei, which cannot be populated
otherwise. New band stuctures have been identified in
106,108

45Rh and
110,112

47Ag isotopes. These four yrast struc-
tures are very similar. They can be interpreted in terms
of an odd proton occupying orbitals from the πg9/2 sub-
shell coupled to an odd neutron occupying orbitals from
the νh11/2 subshell.

Their behaviour as a function of the spin value does
not vary with the number of neutrons: as observed in the
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odd-N neighbouring nuclei, the motion of the odd neu-
tron remains decoupled from the motion of the core, from
N = 61 to N = 65 . On the other hand, the staggering
observed in the yrast bands of these odd-odd isotopes is
strongly reduced as compared to the large values displayed
by the rotational bands built on the πg9/2 subshell in the
odd-A Rh and Ag isotopes. Moreover, a strong decrease of
the staggering values is observed, which let suggest the oc-
currence of an inversion at higher-spin states. The results
of the two-particle-rotor calculations indicate clearly that
change of the deformation of the respective cores occurs
between the odd-A Rh and odd-odd Rh isotopes. It would
be extremely useful to perform lifetime measurements in
order to validate these deformation changes.

The study of the yrast bands of these neutron-rich Rh
and Ag has to be extended to higher spin to look for the
features of the first band crossing and to the anomalous
signature splitting. That would also give us information on
the disappearance of the band termination phenomenon
observed in 102Rh when the neutron configuration space
increases. Such a work is in progress.
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